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Abstract

Recent readers and writers tend to consider the modern alphabet and the printed page as the state-of-the-art and the natural and optimal way of writing and reading text. In this paper, we argue this misleading approach reflects a lack of historical perspective on the short history of the modern alphabet and the printed text on pages, compared to the long history (thousands of years) of the pictures alphabet and the use of scrolls for reading. This article focuses on the pendulum-like change in the way people read and use text, which was triggered by the introduction of new reading and writing technologies in human history. The paper argues that textual features, which characterized the ancient pre-print writing culture, disappeared with the establishment of the modern-day print culture and has been "revived" in the digital post-modern era. This claim is supported by the analysis of four cases which demonstrate pendulum-like cyclical changes through history in textual features: (1) The swing from concrete iconic-graphic representation of letters and words in the ancient alphabet to abstract phonetic representation of text in modern eras, and from written abstract computer commands "back" to the concrete iconic representation in graphic user interfaces of the digital era; (2) The swing from scroll reading in the pre-print era to page or book reading in the print era and "back" to scroll reading in the digital era; (3) The swing from a low level of authorship in the pre-print era to a strong authorship perception in the print era, and "back" to a low degree of authorship in the digital era; (4) The swing from synchronic representation of text in both visual and audio formats during the pre-print era to a visual representation only in print, and "back" to a synchronic representation in many environments of the digital era. The "revival" of ancient textual characteristics in the modern digital format, as revealed by the historical analysis of these cases, suggests that the print culture, which is usually considered the natural and preferred textual environment, should be regarded as the exception.
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